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photo caption: Staff and students from Westford School of Management visit Zulekha
Sharjah doctors, nurses and members of staff on World Humanitarian Day

Hospital

Staff and students from Westford School of Management visited Zulekha Hospital Sharjah doctors, nurses and
members of staff on World Humanitarian Day (Wednesday 19 August) to express their gratification and give thanks
towards healthcare workers.

As part of the World Health Organisation campaign, ‘Thanks Health Hero!’ launched this year to mark World
Humanitarian Day, the team from Westford School of Management took the opportunity to recognise the staff at
the hospital who have dedicated their lives to working in the healthcare services sector.

Students paid respect towards the hospital by crafting hand-made cards with personalised messages and offering
flowers and gifts to staff at the multidisciplinary hospital this week.

Taher Shams, President of Zulekha Healthcare Group, said: “Our team at Zulekha Hospital work incredibly hard,
around the clock to ensure the hospital provides the very best service for its patients and our community.
Everyone at the hospital is extremely committed to the work they do, putting patient care before all else.
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photo caption: Students paid respect towards the hospital by crafting hand-made cards with
personalised messages and offering gifts to the staff at Zulekha Hospital Sharjah.

“We are humbled by the appreciation shown to our colleagues by the students of Westford School of Management’s
and their kind gestures on World Humanitarian Day have created a sense of accomplishment and honour. Our staff
were overwhelmed with the respect they have been paid from our community.”

.Lindsay Johnston, Total Communications Dubai - also photos
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UAE families given three-point alert to stay safe on busy roads
18.08.2015
• Bosch urges motorists to take vehicle checks, avoid driver fatigue, prevent child distractions as figures
show alarming death rate on GCC roadsCaption:
Bosch sends out safety warnings and weiter >>
World Class Real Estate Projects to share Dubai spotlight
18.08.2015
Photo caption: The Cityscape Awards for Emerging Markets will take place during an extravagant gala dinner
at Conrad Hotel Dubai on Tuesday 8 September.Leading developers and architects contest ultimate accolade at
Cityscape weiter >>
Looking to strengthen cooperation between Dubai Police and Zulekha Hospital
18.08.2015
Management of leading hospital in UAE and Dubai Police discuss co-operation to maintain a sustainable future
for societyCaption: Dr. Zulekha Daud, Managing Director of Zulekha Healthcare Group and Taher Shams,
weiter >>
Rosewood Jeddah introduces "La Dolce Vita" lunch at Habsburg Restaurant
09.08.2015
Landmark Jeddah hotel brings a true Italian dining experience to its guests Caption:
guests to savour Italian perfection at Habsburg’s new ‘La Dolce weiter >>

Rosewood Jeddah invites

Zulekha Hospital Sharjah hosts blood donation day
01.08.2015
Sharjah hospital launches campaign to raise awareness and encourage individuals to save lives by donating
bloodCaption: Zulekha Hospital Sharjah will host a blood donation camp on Monday 3 August in association
with Sharjah Blood Tran weiter >>
Fleet of buggies deliver welcome meet and greet at Zulekha Hospital in Dubai, Sharjah
29.07.2015
Zulekha Hospital treats patients to new arrive, drive servicephoto caption: At your service! Arrivals at Zulekha
Hospital in Dubai and Sharjah are met by chauffeur-driven buggiesPati weiter >>
New car service technology gets vehicles back on UAE's roads faster
26.07.2015
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